WHY is UBC renewing its Student Information System?

1. It’s the plan
   - UBC’s Strategic Plan
   - Strategy 5: Systems Renewal
     “Complete renewal of UBC’s core systems”

2. It’s time
   - SIS is a +35yo custom system, which is no longer sustainable

3. It’s what’s best for UBC
   - Preventing potential risks for the University
   - Potential risks:
     - Security
     - Efficiencies
     - Financial

4. It’s beneficial
   - Renewed and Modern Systems
     - Digital workflows with integrated, mobile-friendly systems
     - Automated and integrated systems
     - Renewed security and stability
   - More Efficient Processes
     - Flexible and improved integrations
     - New automating potential
     - Greater and broader process efficiencies
     - Single interface for HR, Finance, and student services
   - Access to Reliable Data
     - A more secure environment for software and data
     - Access through multiple platforms
     - Canadian cloud system
   - Future-proofing Systems
     - This change will set UBC up for the future
     - The new system has the capacity to grow and evolve with the university and its needs

The transition to a renewed Student Information System - Workday Student will challenge us to learn new ways of working. IRP Student is committed to ensuring our UBC Community is well-prepared for this transition through training and support planning.

Learn more at irp.ubc.ca/engagement-support